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	enterFactsOfCase:  Information provided indicated the firm is a marketing consulting/service firm.  The worker had been retained by the firm as Senior Project Manager and Copywriter for tax years 2013 through 2015.  The firm reported the income on Form 1099-MISC. They listed the worker's social security number in a business format which was incorrect.  The firm contends the worker performed services from his home.  He was free to set his own hours and free to work with other companies.  The worker was paid on a per-piece basis, with a minimum monthly retainer.  He could have earned more, but not less than the retainer.  The firm indicated they had quality controls, but no quantity controls.  The firm provided a template for completing website coy for their clients.  The worker was given this template and shown how to use it. Periodic quality control checks were in place.  Work assignments were sent via e-mail from the firm’s project coordinator.  If the worker could not resolve an issue he would report to the project coordinator. The worker was required to e-mail daily reports to update them on client progress, and weekly summary reports of all clients.  He could work day or night at his discretion.  He was free to schedule meetings with clients at his discretion.  The work was performed from his home.  The firm does not have an “office” it is a virtual company.  The worker provided his own computer, phone, and internet service and office supplies.  The firm has a per-piece schedule, but he was given a $3250.00 monthly retainer.  The client paid the firm.  The worker was represented as a copy writer.  The firm states they are very transparent with their customers that they are a virtual company and that their workers are contractors.  All work is done under the firm’s company name.  The worker no longer works for the firm.  He became disgruntled when the firm wanted to eliminate the retainer, he then requested to be an employee. The worker stated he was given detailed protocols, mandatory training, guides and templates.  He stated work assignments were given from VP of Operations.  He reported to the firm if he had any issues for resolution.  The worker agreed he was required to provide daily, weekly and monthly reports.  He indicated he was required to work generally eight to five.  He agreed he worked from home.  The firm provided everything except his personal computer and INTERNET costs.  He indicated he was paid on salary and it was automatically deposited into his bank account on a bi-weekly basis.  The worker agreed the clients paid the firm.  He indicated he was given paid vacations (after one year), paid holidays and personal days. Either party could terminate the work relationship without incurring a penalty or liability.  The worker stated he was represented as the Senior Project Manager and Copywriter, listed on the firm’s website as such also.  The worker indicated he was terminated due to questioning work classification and overtime pay. The worker provided further documentation:-A copy of his bio that was on the company website – listing him as Senior Consulting and Project Management Staff-a copy of the firm’s organizational chart (which he indicated all were paid as IC)- copy of the Mandatory Protocol examples, templates and detailed guidelines-copy of Mandatory use of company tracking/reporting software-copy of Mandatory use of personalized company phone number-copy of Mandatory use of personal calendar -Sample of daily, weekly reports required-copies of e-mails back and forth between worker and firm regarding the work classification issue, and back pay. - he also provided a copy of the terms of agreement for the job offer in it it states:         - he was required to work 40 hours per week (he could choose his own work schedule) but be generally available regular business hours for client calls, etc.           - he would be required to fill out a daily report template, weekly client reports         - at first he would be "riding shotgun" with another Senior Project Manager and Copywriter..for about 2-5 weeks, during that time he would be required to attend certain client meetings as well.          -he was given a company e-mail address and suggested to get a Google voice number he could use when dealing with clients         - he would be paid $1625.00 twice a month, the firm utilized ADP payroll service.           - he would be given one week paid vacation after one year, two weeks after 2 years         - it then states he would be an independent contractor and would receive a 1099-MISC at year end.   The question of whether an individual is an independent contractor or an employee is one that is determined through consideration of the facts of a particular case along with the application of law and regulations for worker classification issues, known as “common law.”  Common law flows chiefly from court decisions and is a major part of the justice system of the United States.  Under the common law, the treatment of a worker as an in
	enterAnalysis: Generally, the relationship of employer and employee exists when the person for whom the services are performed has the right to control and direct the individual who performs the services, not only as to what is to be done, but also how it is to be done.  It is not necessary that the employer actually direct or control the individual, it is sufficient if he or she has the right to do so.  In determining whether an individual is an employee or an independent contractor under the common law, all evidence of both control and lack of control or independence must be considered.  We must examine the relationship of the worker and the business.  We consider facts that show a right to direct or control how the worker performs the specific tasks for which he or she is hired, who controls the financial aspects of the worker’s activities, and how the parties perceive their relationship.  The degree of importance of each factor varies depending on the occupation and the context in which the services are performed.Therefore, your statement that the worker was an independent contractor pursuant to an agreement is without merit.  For federal employment tax purposes, it is the actual working relationship that is controlling and not the terms of the contract (oral or written) between the parties.  ANALYSISWe have applied the above law to the information submitted.  As is the case in almost all worker classification cases, some facts point to an employment relationship while other facts indicate independent contractor status.  The determination of the worker’s status, then, rests on the weight given to the factors, keeping in mind that no one factor rules.  The degree of importance of each factor varies depending on the occupation and the circumstances.  Evidence of control generally falls into three categories: behavioral control, financial control, and relationship of the parties, which are collectively referred to as the categories of evidence.  In weighing the evidence, careful consideration has been given to the factors outlined below.  Factors that illustrate whether there is a right to control how a worker performs a task include training and instructions.  In this case, you retained the right to change the worker’s methods and to direct the worker to the extent necessary to protect your financial investment.  The worker was required to perform services under a fellow Senior Project Manager for two to three months (a.k.a training/probationary period).  The worker was expected to perform services forty hours per week (full time).  The firm stated the worker could choose his own work schedule, when in fact it was "suggested" the hours be during normal business hours for better client contact.  The worker was required to submit daily, weekly and monthly reports.  His work would be reviewed by the firm for quality, indicating they retained the right to correct and/or amend.  The firm provided the templates required to be utilized, which indicated they expected the information to be submitted in a particular manner, training was given on the templates.  Factors that illustrate whether there is a right to direct and control the financial aspects of the worker’s activities include significant investment, unreimbursed expenses, the methods of payment, and the opportunity for profit or loss.  In this case, the worker did not invest capital or assume business risks, and therefore, did not have the opportunity to realize a profit or incur a loss as a result of the services provided.  The computer and Internet service the worker provided could also have been utilized for personal use, and would not necessarily been a "business investment".  The worker was guaranteed a set monthly salary, with direct deposit.  He was also promised paid vacations, which is an indication of employer/employee work relationship. Factors that illustrate how the parties perceive their relationship include the intent of the parties as expressed in written contracts; the provision of, or lack of employee benefits; the right of the parties to terminate the relationship; the permanency of the relationship; and whether the services performed are part of the service recipient’s regular business activities.  In this case, the worker was not engaged in an independent enterprise, but rather the services performed by the worker were a necessary and integral part of your business.  Both parties retained the right to terminate the work relationship at any time without incurring a liability.  CONCLUSIONBased on the above analysis, we conclude that the firm had the right to exercise direction and control over the worker to the degree necessary to establish that the worker was a common law employee, and not an independent contractor operating a trade or business. With the dawn of a new age, where anything and everything can be performed on-line via a computer, the fact the firm is a "virtual company" and services were performed from home, does not mean the firm does not and did not maintain the right to direct and control the services performed.  The worker was provided training from an already employed project manager.  The firm provided and expected the worker to utilize the firm's templates.  The worker was represented on the firm's web page as a member of their staff, and given a company e-mail address.  The worker was required to submit daily, weekly and monthly reports.  His work was reviewed by the firm.  The services were performed on a full time continuing basis, under the firm's business name.  All of these fact indicate an employer/employee work relationship.  



